“At a time when powerful special interests have pushed to roll back workers’ rights in statehouses across the country, this book provides another vision for how to build a strong economy—by establishing standards for fair and decent treatment of all workers and enforcing them. It turns out that the high road pays off with greater prosperity and opportunity for all.”
— Congressman George Miller

When Mandates Work
Raising Labor Standards at the Local Level
Edited by Michael Reich, Ken Jacobs, and Miranda Dietz

Starting in the 1990’s, San Francisco launched a series of bold but relatively unknown public policy experiments to improve wages and benefits for thousands of local workers. Since then, scholars have documented the effects of those policies on compensation, productivity, job creation, and health coverage. Opponents predicted a range of negative impacts, but the evidence tells a decidedly different tale. This book brings together that evidence for the first time, reviews it as a whole, and considers its lessons for local, state, and federal policymakers.

JOIN THE DISCUSSION AND MEET THE EDITORS!
Thursday, April 10, 2014
5:30–7:00 pm
UC Hastings College of the Law
200 McAllister, Alumni Reception Center, 2nd floor
San Francisco, CA

EVENT SPEAKERS
Ken Jacobs is Chair of the Center for Labor Research and Education at the University of California, Berkeley
Gordon Mar is Executive Director of Jobs with Justice San Francisco
Ann O’Leary is Vice President of Next Generation
Michael Reich is Professor of Economics and Director of the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment at the University of California, Berkeley

Copies of the book will be available for purchase at the event or place your order online from UC Press.
This event is free and open to the public. Light refreshments will be served.
Please RSVP to Teresa Jackson, teresa.jackson@berkeley.edu.